M-SOCIAL
PRODUCTION AGENCY

ABOUT US
M-Social is a company that develops web-projects, mobile applications, metaverse
integrations. We have an extensive experience in developing of promotional
projects, as well as service and game-projects of varied difficulty.
We have

14 years of experience in the advertising market.

50% of all our clients work with us regularly for more than 2 years because they
trust us.

70% of new customers return to us after the first order, because we make projects
at affordable prices, with high quality and on time.

CLIENTS & BRANDS

We are contractors of large advertising groups

We do projects for

Direct clients

OUR SERVICES
Metaverse Development

Help creating concepts
Our managers can help you find a perfect way for entering a metaverse: branded NFT wearables may suit for
FMCG companies, for developers – a virtual house or sales office, etc.

3D Modelling
Our designers are ready to create for you clothes models, items, buildings, interior and exterior design.

Integration into a metaverse
Developers import already made 3D models.

Main metaverse we are working with - Decenetraland.

OUR SERVICES
Metaverse Development

Wearables
Concept art
Adaptation
Production
Publication
Airdrop
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OUR SERVICES
Metaverse Development

Buildings
Architectural plan
Concept art
3D design
Development
Integrations
Grand opening

Other
Location
3D animation
Character animation
Streaming
POAP

Gotchiverse
Small piece of the Aavegotchi metaverse in Decentraland,
filled with all the main elements of the gotchiverse: gotchies,
alchemy, baazaar, lickquidator, wearables, altar, etc.

From client:
✓ brief
✓ design-concept
Completed works:
✓ programming
✓ design
✓ 3D-modelling

Technologies: JavaScript; TypeScript
Year: 2022
Creation time: 30 days

Cloak Wearable
Wearable of a ghost-like floating cloak with a glowing Yshaped mask.

From client:
✓ design-concept and design
Completed works:
✓ 3D-modelling
Year: 2022
Creation time: 2 days

OUR SERVICES
Technical tasks. (TS) To make sure that the project will be done in time without any surprises,
we can take over writing TS. From our experience we know, that attempts to save money on
TS usually lead to increasing time on development, despite the expectation of the opposite
effect.
Prototyping. We will make a prototype of a website according to your request.
Design-concepts. While working with agencies design-concept is often presented by the
agency. While working with the client directly, this task can be taken over by our designers.

Design. We make designs after an agreement on design-concept. In half of the cases we do it
ourselves, in half we get it from the customer.
Technical design. Buttons, typical inner pages, adaptations to different sizes in most cases we
do ourselves.

OUR SERVICES
Web & Mobile Development

Backend. We develop sites of varying complexity from simple web-pages up to heavily loaded
services. Programming languages that we use are: PHP, Java. CMS: Wordpress.
Frameworks: Laravel, Symfony, YII, Spring. CRM integrations: MindBox, ILP, AmoCRM,
InfusionSoft CRM, Zoho.
Frontend & site layouts. We create quality adaptive layout. Experience at implementing
complex JS and CSS animations. Aside of HTML5/CSS3 and JQuery we use
JS-frameworks: ReactJS, Vue.js, AngularJS.
Mobile Development. We develop cross-platform mobile applications for iOs and Android. We
have a huge experience of development and support of various business applications.
We help with placing mobile apps in stores. We know how to distribute apps under AdHoc and
Enterprise licenses.

OUR SERVICES
Testing. We test user interfaces and user experiences. Carry out load and regression tests.

Monitoring. For all projects hosted by us, we use an internal monitoring system that sends
notifications by email and SMS to ensure a quick response to the problem. The system can
automatically check both the operability of the site pages and calls to the project's internal API
services.
Hosting. We host projects of any complexity, withstand high loads. We know how to work with
CDN and static hosting. We set up automatic backups in Amazon Cloud.
If necessary, we can develop a fault-tolerant architecture for the project with parallel servers in
different data centers.

PROCESSES

To make it easy and convenient for you to work with us, and it was easy
for us to give you the desired result:

We manage all tasks in the Redmine tracker, so that we can easily control them.
We store all sources in Git, in order not to lose anything, and in case of a breakdown, quickly
return to a working state.
We know exactly the limits of our capabilities and we take the project only if we are sure that
we will successfully complete it within the agreed time.

We always stay touch. The team is small, so the top officials are always aware of current
projects and can very quickly influence the situation if you don't like something.
All document management is provided by a staff member so it is easy and fast with us in
terms of finances and documents.

DEVELOPMENT
More than 780 projects created since 2008.
More than 90 in 2021.
Out of which: 20+ promo-sites, 3 motivational programs, 10+ lendings, 7
service projects, including apps for iOS and Android and several support
projects.
1 international startup.

Most projects we done under NDA.
But we can show you a few of them.

KollektivX
KollektivX is a crowdsourcing platform, that helps to find,
buy, create archived copies of rare music media on a verge
of extinction. It lets groups of user buy recordings, copy
audio and store digital copies for personal usage and
research. That significantly simplifies the process, which
could otherwise take months and cost thousands of euros in
media and Hi-Fi equipment.

Client: KollektivX
From client:
✓ description of mechanics
✓ design-concept and design
Completed works:
✓ layout and programming
Technologies: HTML/JS/CSS (SCSS); JSFramework: ReactJS
(Redux, Next); WebSocket: sockJS-client, stompJS; Java,
Spring Boot, ActiveMQ, Vaadin

Travel Insurance
Information landing page about travel insurance. Intended
for users residing in the United States.

Client: Bjorn

From client:
✓ description of mechanics
Completed works:
✓ layout and programming
✓ design
Technologies: JS/HTML/CSS, PHP 8, Vue.js
Year: 2021
Creation time: 20 days

Hypermarket
3 games in the VKontakte application and in the mobile
application for iOS and Android. Games are designed to
introduce potential Leroy Merlin employees to work
processes.

Client: Leroy Merlin (HR-department)

From client:
✓ brief
✓ content
Completed works:
✓ technical tasks
✓ design-concept and design
✓ layout and programming
Creation time: 5 months
Registered: 105 000+ participants
Uploaded: 16 000+ resumes

Fields Online
A solution for the effective work of promotional staff. Allows
you to control each promoter in real time and quickly make
changes to its work. Increases the effectiveness of
promotions and reduces the cost of their implementation.

Client: The Diversity

From client:
✓ Brief
Completed works:
✓ technical task
✓ design-concept and design
✓ layout and programming
Technologies: HTML/JS/CSS, PHP, Laravel, AngularJS,
PostgreSQL
Year: 2018
Creation time: 8 months

Collected forms: 19 millions +
Registered promoters: 7 000+

MyUSA Corp
Development and support of a system for automating the
registration of legal entities in the United States. In addition to
registration, the system also allows you to automate the
receipt of various kinds of licenses and the provision of other
legal services for companies.

Client: MyUSA Corporation
Support Period: January 2016 to present
Project Features:
✓ more than 2 thousand clients used the services of the
company
✓ more than 90 thousand orders processed using our system
✓ integration with US postal services for tracking shipments
✓ integration with Zoho CRM to maintain a customer base

SUPPORT
Sites, services, users

Minute-by-minute automatic availability monitoring
We do any work on the site

Setting up a backup
We take on technologically complex projects for support
We set up test versions and automate the release process

M-SOCIAL
PRODUCTION AGENCY
CREATE YOUR FIRST PROJECT WITH OUR HELP
AND YOU WILL ENJOY IT
8 915 803 13 16 Sergey Akimenko,
Production director
s.akimenko@msocialproduction.com

